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ABSTRACT

An understanding of the relationship between radio-loud active galaxies and their large-scale environments is essential for realistic modelling of radio-galaxy evolution and environmental impact, for understanding AGN triggering and life cycles, and for calibrating galaxy feedback in cosmological models. We use the LOFAR Two-Metre Sky Survey (LoTSS) Data Release 1 catalogues to investigate this relationship. We cross-matched a sample of 8,745 radio-loud AGN with 0.08 < z < 0.4, selected from LoTSS, with two Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) cluster catalogues, and find that only 10 percent of LoTSS AGN in this redshift range have a high-probability association, so that the majority of low-redshift AGN (including a substantial fraction of the most radio-luminous objects) must inhabit haloes with M < 10¹⁴ M☉. We find that the probability of a cluster association, and the richness of the associated cluster, is correlated with AGN radio luminosity, and we also find that, for the cluster population, the number of associated AGN and the radio luminosity of the brightest associated AGN is richness-dependent. We demonstrate that these relations are not driven solely by host-galaxy stellar mass, supporting models in which large-scale environment is influential in driving AGN jet activity in the local Universe. At the lowest radio luminosities we find that the minority of objects with a cluster association are located at larger mean cluster-centre distances than more luminous AGN, an effect that appears to be driven primarily by host-galaxy mass. Finally, we also find that FRI radio galaxies inhabit systematically richer environments than FRIs, consistent with previous work. The work presented here demonstrates the potential of LoTSS for AGN environmental studies. In future, the full northern-sky LoTSS catalogue, together with the use of deeper optical/IR imaging data and spectroscopic follow-up with WEAVE-LOFAR, will provide opportunities to extend this type of work to much larger samples and higher redshifts.
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1. Introduction

The large-scale environments of radio galaxies have been the subject of research for more than forty years, and a link between radio galaxies and galaxy clusters is well established (e.g. Longair & Seldner 1979; Prestage & Peacock 1988). For the well-studied powerful radio galaxies it has long been argued that group or cluster-like external pressures are required in order to provide a medium to confine the expanding radio-lobe plasma, while in the local Universe it is thought that accretion from mate-
ternal pressure distributions, but they do provide useful statistical information for the population, and are now readily available for the local Universe from survey data over large sky areas.

There are several motivations for determining the relationship between radio galaxies and group/cluster environments; these include investigating the triggering of AGN activity (e.g. Sabater et al. 2013, 2018), determining when and where particular modes of AGN feedback occur (e.g. Ineson et al. 2013, 2015), determining physical conditions in radio-galaxy jets and lobes (e.g. Croston et al. 2008; Ineson et al. 2017; Croston et al. 2018), testing models of source dynamics and environmental impact (e.g. Hardcastle 2018b), and developing the use of radio galaxies as a way to locate clusters and groups at the highest redshifts (e.g. O’Sullivan et al. 2015; Croston et al. 2017; Johnston-Hollitt et al. 2015). Much work has focused on examining the host galaxies of AGN in the interests of understanding the mechanisms driving triggering and feedback, but for a substantial fraction of the population it is on the group/cluster scale that much of the jet energy is injected, and so the links between radio properties and group/cluster environment are also of strong interest, independent of host galaxy properties.

The two main approaches to exploring these links have been (1) to consider a radio-selected sample of AGN and then investigate their environments, or (2) to consider a sample of galaxy clusters and investigate their radio-loud AGN properties. The overwhelming conclusion of studies of the first type is that, while some radio galaxies are found in rich clusters, the preferred environments of radio-loud AGN in the nearby Universe are moderately rich environments, i.e. galaxy groups (e.g. Best 2004; Worrall & Birkinshaw 2000; Croston et al. 2008; Ineson et al. 2015; Ching et al. 2017). It is also now well established from studies of the second type that galaxy clusters have a very high probability of hosting a central radio-loud AGN – approaching 100 per cent probability for the most massive brightest cluster galaxies (Best et al. 2007).

Recent work based on modern optical surveys (e.g. Best 2004; Sabater et al. 2013) has improved on the limitations of small samples and narrow radio luminosity ranges of earlier environmental studies, while recent X-ray studies have better constrained the link between radio properties and cluster richness (Ineson et al. 2015). However, there remain outstanding questions that can be addressed by combining large radio samples with the most recent group/cluster catalogues. A crucial question in the context of understanding AGN feedback is how the jet properties that control the quantity and locations of energy injection (e.g. jet powers, source lifetimes and duty cycles) relate to group/cluster properties. Specifically, for a jet of a given power that extends to sizes greater than a few tens of kpc, the locations of energy deposition, the mechanisms (e.g. the relative contributions of strong and weak shocks, sound wave distribution of energy across the ICM volume), and the relative energetic importance of the jet’s energy input to the thermal energy of the intragroup or intracluster medium, will all depend on the richness of the large-scale environment. A number of studies have identified a relationship between radio luminosity and environmental richness (e.g. Best 2004; Ineson et al. 2013, 2015; Ching et al. 2017), with richer environments appearing to host more luminous radio galaxies. Most recently we have shown that this relationship may be linked both to radio-galaxy accretion mode (Ineson et al. 2015) and to source morphology (Croston et al. 2018). It is important to place these relationships between AGN properties and environment on a firmer footing as we move to the era of large, deep, wide-field radio surveys, to enable robust inference of the population-wide impact of radio-loud AGN on galaxy evolution.

Additional motivation for understanding the relationship between AGN properties and group/cluster environment comes from the study of diffuse radio sources in clusters (radio relics, halos and mini-halos). It has been recognised for some time that a seed population of relativistic particles is required by the favoured models to explain these extended radio structures (e.g. Brunetti & Jones 2014), and radio-loud AGN provide an obvious source of these particles. Late-stage radio-lobe evolution and the mixing of radio-lobe plasma into the ICM is also likely to be important for cluster magnetic-field evolution (e.g. Xu et al. 2010). Low-frequency radio observations are beginning to confirm the important connections between radio galaxies and other extended cluster radio sources (e.g. Bonafede et al. 2014; van Weeren et al. 2017). Understanding the connections between jet activity and environment, including, for example, the prevalence and properties of radio-loud AGN in cluster outskirts, is important in this context.

In this paper, we carry out the first environmental investigation for the newly released LoTSS DR1 catalogue for the HETDEX Spring Field (Shimwell et al. 2018). LOFAR-DR1 improves on previous radio surveys in several ways: it is more than an order of magnitude deeper than FIRST (Becker et al. 1995) for sources of typical spectral index, its effective survey frequency of 144 MHz\(^1\) makes it particularly sensitive to steep spectrum emission, such as remnant and restarting sources (e.g. Brienza et al. 2017; Mahatma et al. 2018), and LOFAR’s \(uv\) coverage provides both good spatial resolution (6 arcsec) and sensitivity to extended structure, improving estimates of source properties, including size and luminosity, and enabling reliable morphological characterisation for extended sources. At \(z < 0.4\), the redshift range of interest to this study, the survey is flux-complete down to the relatively low 150-MHz luminosity of \(\sim 3 \times 10^{23} \text{ W Hz}^{-1}\). Here we make use of two Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) group/cluster catalogues with well-calibrated richness estimators – the DR8 RedMaPPer catalogue (Rykoff et al. 2014) and the DR8 photo-z cluster catalogue of Wen et al. (2012) – to obtain the largest sample of cross-matched radio-galaxy/cluster associations studied to date. In Section 2 we provide more detail about the parent catalogues and sample selection, and about our cross-matching procedure, in Section 3 we present an analysis (i) of the environmental properties of our low-frequency selected AGN sample, and (ii) of the low-frequency AGN properties of our group/cluster samples, and in Section 4 we discuss the implications of our results.

2. Sample and methods

The LoTSS-DR1 catalogue (Shimwell et al. 2018) contains 325,694 sources over 424 deg\(^2\), of which 73 percent have optical identifications (Williams et al. 2018), and 70 percent of the identified sources (51 percent of the full catalogue) have either spectroscopic or photometric redshifts (Duncan et al. 2018). Separating AGN from sources in which the radio emission is dominated by star formation processes is a challenge for LoTSS (as for all deep radio surveys), and this is discussed by Sabater et al. (2018) and Hardcastle et al. (2018). For the work reported here we use the full radio-loud AGN sample described by Hardcastle et al.\(^1\) for consistency with other LoTSS publications, and simplicity of comparison with other surveys, we refer to the survey frequency as 150 MHz in the remainder of the paper. The small frequency offset does not have any significant effect on plotted quantities.

---

1 For consistency with other LoTSS publications, and simplicity of comparison with other surveys, we refer to the survey frequency as 150 MHz in the remainder of the paper. The small frequency offset does not have any significant effect on plotted quantities.
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2.1. Environmental datasets

Our aim here is to carry out a preliminary environmental anal-
ysis of the LOFAR radio-loud AGN population. In the long-
t term we intend to carry out in-depth environmental analysis us-
ging PanSTARRS, WISE, and deeper spectroscopic data, so as to
fully exploit the depth of the LOFAR DR1 dataset and ex-
tend this work to higher redshifts; however, here we make use of
existing cluster catalogues from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS), the RedMaPPer catalogue of Rykoff et al. (2014), and
the Wen et al. (2012) group/cluster catalogue, both of which are
based on SDSS DR8. We choose to use two different catalogues con-
structed with different methods with the aim of drawing con-
clusions that are relatively robust to the cluster finding and rich-
ness estimation methods (although selection biases will never-
theless be present as both methods are based around the properties of the brightest cluster member galaxies). The Rykoff et al. (2014) RedMaPPer catalogue (hereafter the R14 catalogue) con-
tains \( \sim 1,000 \) clusters over the LOFAR HETDEX survey foot-
print, selected using a red-sequence finding method optimised to
minimise scatter on the mass-richness relation. The Wen et al.
(2012) group/cluster catalogue (hereafter the W12 catalogue) ex-
tends to somewhat lower richness, with \( \sim 4000 \) clusters over our
survey area, and is based on an iterative method incorporating
photometric redshift selection and a friends-of-friends method.
Both methods have comparatively well-calibrated richness es-
timators. The R14 \( \lambda \) estimator is a sum of the probabilities of
membership for candidate cluster members obtained from red-
sequence modelling, and Rozo & Rykoff (2014) report a scatter in
mass at fixed \( \lambda \) of \( \sim 25 \) percent. For the W12 catalogue we
use their \( R_{L_\epsilon} \) richness estimator, which is based on the overden-
sity of optical luminosity (\( L_{200}/L_* \)), and for which they estimate a scatter in mass at fixed \( R_{L_\epsilon} \) of \( \sim 21 \) per cent. In Fig. 1 we com-
pare the two cluster richness measures for objects with matches in
both catalogues. The two measures are well correlated, which is
reassuring; however, there is a fairly large scatter which is not
unexpected for optical richness measures in the relevant redshift
range. The relation between mean \( R_{L_\epsilon} \) and mean \( \lambda \) is offset from a 1:1 line, with \( \lambda \) values typically systematically higher than \( R_{L_\epsilon} \)
for the same cluster – such a difference is not surprising given the
different richness definitions, but should be borne in mind in
the analysis that follows. It is evident that environmental rich-
ness estimates for individual AGN will have large uncertainties,
but our aim in this work is to investigate the statistical properties
of the population as a whole.

Based on the completeness of the two environmental cata-
logues, we impose a redshift range of 0.08 < z < 0.4 for our environmental comparisons. In this redshift range the W12 cat-
ologue is > 95 percent complete above \( M_{200} > 10^{14} \) M\( _{\odot} \) to
\( z = 0.42 \), while the R14 catalogue is > 85 percent complete above \( \lambda = 30 \) and > 95 percent above \( \lambda = 40 \). Our imposed red-
shift selection reduces the LoTSS-DR1 RLAGN sample to 8,745
objects. In this redshift range the AGN sample is flux-complete above \( L_{1500} > 3\times10^{23} \) W Hz\(^{-1} \), 52 percent of the AGN sample have spec-
trscopic redshifts, with the remainder having well-constrained
photometric redshifts. In constructing the parent AGN sample, Hardcastle et al. (2018) discarded a subset of optically identified
sources for which the photometric IDs were poorly constrained before carrying out separation of AGN and star-forming galax-
ies. Assuming that the fraction of discarded (poorly constrained) photometric redshifts is similar for AGN and star-forming galax-
ies, then in our redshift range of 0.08 < z < 0.4 we may be
missing up to 12% of the RLAGN population – this is a conserva-
tive upper limit, as it is expected that the star-forming galaxies
will typically have fainter hosts at a given redshift, and there-
are more likely to be discarded. The discarded objects in
this redshift range have a similar distribution of radio luminosi-
ties to those retained, but their host galaxy rest-frame \( K_\text{s} \)
magnitudes are on average half a magnitude fainter. Any effect from this incompleteness is likely to be small, and does not affect our later conclusions. Over the sample redshift range the photometric redshifts determined by Duncan et al. (2018) have a typical uncertainty of \( \sigma = 0.03 \) and an outlier fraction of 1.1% for the objects meeting the "good" photo-z criterion described above.

We choose to use the full radio luminosity range available, and
not to restrict ourselves to the spectroscopic sample, so as to get
as complete a view of the population as possible and to max-
imise the information we can obtain, but we carry out careful
checks to ensure redshift- and host galaxy-dependent selection
ffects in either the AGN or cluster catalogues do not influence
our conclusions.

2.2. Cross-matching of the AGN and cluster catalogues

We cross-matched the LOFAR-DR1 sample of 8,745 AGN sepa-
rate with each cluster catalogue, using a combination of pro-
jected physical distance at the redshift of the AGN (\( \Delta D \)) and red-
shift offset (\( \Delta z \)). We have chosen to use fixed matching thresh-
holds in \( \Delta D \) and \( \Delta z \), rather than cluster-mass-dependent thresh-
olds, because of the large uncertainties on the richness estimates
for individual clusters, but we have also tested the effect of using
mass-dependent matching thresholds, as explained below.

In order to determine the optimal search radius to identify
cluster candidates, we initially used a maximum radius of 2 Mpc
at the redshift of each AGN and a maximum \( \Delta z \) of 0.01 (corre-
Fig. 2. Separation distribution for cross-matched catalogue and for spurious matches from cross-matching with randomized catalogues for the Wen et al. (2012) catalogue (right; blue and dark blue) and Rykoff et al. (2014) catalogue (left; red and dark red). Note that the y axis is cropped to show the distribution at large distances: the bin encompassing zero separation in both catalogues extends to much higher values (630 for the left-hand and 232 for the right-hand panel) – these are sources for which the AGN host and cluster centre galaxy are the same.

sponding to ~ 3 times the typical velocity dispersion of a massive cluster). We then used randomization of the catalogued cluster positions to investigate how the fraction of spurious associations depends on search radius. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of $\Delta D$ for matches with the two cluster catalogues compared with the mean distribution for spurious matches obtained from 100 trials of cross-matching with a randomised version of the cluster catalogue. We find that a maximum search radius of 1 Mpc offers a good compromise, in which the total fraction of spurious matches is $< 2$ per cent for R14 and $< 3$ per cent for W12. The highest spurious fraction is found above 800 kpc for the W12 matches, but remains $< 25$ per cent in the range 800 kpc to 1 Mpc. We also tested the effects of varying the redshift threshold and the use of a fractional rather than an absolute threshold in redshift, which did not significantly affect the results. We note that the paper’s conclusions (Section 5) are also robust to a choice of cross-matching search radius between 500 kpc and 2 Mpc.

Both our AGN sample and the two cluster catalogues include objects with spectroscopic redshifts as well as those with only photometric redshifts, whose redshift uncertainty needs to be taken into account in the matching process. For each AGN we therefore determined an association probability for any group/cluster within the matching radius of 1 Mpc, defined as the probability that the redshift separation between the AGN and cluster is less than $\Delta z = 0.01$, assuming a Gaussian probability distribution for the redshifts of the AGN and cluster based on their reported uncertainties. We then compiled an AGN environment catalogue consisting of the most probable cluster match for each AGN, if one exists, and separately compiled two cluster catalogues incorporating the number of AGN matches for each cluster, the 150-MHz luminosity of the brightest associated AGN, the physical size of the brightest associated AGN, and the physical size of the largest associated AGN.

Finally, we also investigated the effect of using mass-dependent matching thresholds instead of fixed values for the entire sample, scaling $\Delta D$ and $\Delta z$ according to the dependence of $R_{\text{crit}}$ and velocity dispersion on richness, respectively. We investigated the effect of using a mass-scaled radius together with a fixed redshift threshold, and of using mass-scaled values for both thresholds - this reduced the match fraction by 30 percent, but the distributions of $L_{150}$ and of the two richness measures, $R_L$, and $\lambda$, is unchanged. Hence, if our choice of fixed matching thresholds is leading to spurious matches, this does not appear to be having a systematic effect on the matched sample properties. We therefore choose to adopt the original fixed matching thresholds of $\Delta D = 1$ Mpc and $\Delta z = 0.01$, so as to avoid introducing noise into the cross-matching statistics from the poorly constrained individual richness measurements.

In the analysis that follows we make use of the matching probabilities as follows: when considering the properties of the AGN sample, we aim to make use of the full statistical information contained in the matching probabilities, and so incorporate all cluster matches to determine weighted mean properties for the AGN environments. However, for our analysis of the properties of the full cluster samples, in order to reliably identify the brightest and largest cluster AGN, we considered only AGN with an association probability above 0.8. Our three cross-matched catalogues form the basis of the analysis presented in the following section.

3. Results

In total 1,089 AGN (12 percent) are found to be associated with W12 clusters with a probability $> 50$ percent, and 899 (10 percent) with a probability $> 80$ percent, while 456 AGN (5 percent) are found to be associated with R14 clusters with a probability $> 50$ percent, and 404 (4 percent) with a probability $> 80$ percent (we use a threshold of 80 percent for our high probability category so as to include the best photometric matches, for which the size of the errors in most cases makes it impossible to achieve a higher threshold of 90 or 95 percent). Hence, in total, ~ 10 percent of the LoTSS AGN have a high-probability group/cluster association.

We now consider the relationships between the properties of LOFAR-DR1 AGN at $0.08 < z < 0.4$ and SDSS-identified galaxy groups and clusters. We first discuss the environments of the full AGN sample as a function of radio-source properties in Section 3.1 and then discuss the 150-MHz properties of the full cluster population(s) in Section 3.2. Where we calculate mean properties, this corresponds to the arithmetic mean – in the case of radio luminosity the mean is calculated in logarithmic space.
Uncertainties on mean quantities are the 68 percent confidence intervals determined via bootstrapping. Trends reported as significant are robust to the choice of binning.

3.1. The environmental properties of the LoTSS-DR1 AGN

Fig. 3 shows the fraction of AGN with a group/cluster association for both cluster catalogues as a function of 150-MHz radio luminosity and as a function of source size, calculated by summing the probabilities of association over all potential matches. We find a strong trend for increasing group/cluster association fraction with radio luminosity. It is important to note, though, that even at the highest luminosities ($L_{150\text{MHz}} > 10^{26}$ W Hz$^{-1}$) more than 60 percent of the LoTSS AGN do not have a group/cluster association in either the W12 or R14 catalogues—i.e. there is a substantial population of powerful radio galaxies in environments of halo mass $M_{200} < 10^{14}$ $M_\odot$ (a conservative estimate of the limiting richness for completeness of the W12 catalogue in the redshift range considered).

We also find a clear relationship between size and detection fraction. The unresolved radio sources (indicated by star symbols in the right-hand panel of Fig. 3) have a low cluster association fraction; for the resolved sources a trend of association fraction with size continues up to the largest sources for the W12 catalogue (departure from a straight line is significant at > 99 percent level), but for the R14 catalogue there is no significant trend with size for the resolved sources.

The trends in cluster association fraction with luminosity and size (Fig. 3) are not independent—the low association fractions for the unresolved sources are similar to the values for the lowest radio luminosity bins, and Hardcastle et al. (2018) show that the LoTSS surface brightness limit means that large sources cannot be detected at these radio luminosities. The dramatic difference in group/cluster association fraction for the unresolved and resolved sources is interesting, and supports the conclusion that the majority RLAGN population of physically small (< 10 kpc), low-luminosity ($L_{150} < 10^{24}$ W Hz$^{-1}$) sources (e.g. Sadler et al. 2014; Baldi et al. 2015; Hardcastle et al. 2018) are not young, or “switched-off” powerful radio galaxies, but it will be important to push to higher radio sensitivities to enable a better understanding of the low surface brightness population.

3.1.1. Trends with radio luminosity

Having established that the cluster association fraction is related to radio luminosity, we next investigated whether the mean richness of the associated clusters is related to the AGN properties, as suggested by previous studies using smaller samples, different environmental measures, and/or narrower luminosity ranges (e.g. Best 2004; Ineson et al. 2015; Ching et al. 2017). Fig. 4 (top) shows the mean richness as a function of radio luminosity for the two cluster catalogues, calculated as a weighted mean incorporating the association probabilities. The results for both catalogues hint at a trend for mean environmental richness to increase as radio luminosity increases—for the W12 catalogue the trend is inconsistent with a straight line (i.e. uniform richness across all luminosities) at > 99 percent confidence, but while the distribution for R14 is suggestive of similar behaviour there is no significant trend. Larger sample statistics as LoTSS expands to a wider sky area, and most importantly more sensitive environmental measures, are needed to confirm this trend.

It is also important also to consider how these results could change if the large number of unassociated AGN in the sample are accounted for. We assumed an upper limit of $R_{1\sigma} = 12$ and of $\lambda = 30$ for AGN with no association, corresponding to the richness at which the two surveys are complete over the redshift range of our sample. For objects with a cluster association we compared the richness limit with the product of the association probability and the richness of the potential association, and adopted the upper limit value where it was the higher of the two. The shaded regions in the top panel of Fig. 4 show the possible parameter space in which the mean richness for the full AGN sample (both those with detected and undetected environments) could lie, bounded at the bottom by the mean richness if all unassociated AGN have an environmental richness of zero (a very conservative lower limit), and bounded at the top by the mean richness assuming all unassociated AGN have an environmental richness around the upper limit value. For the W12 sample a trend continues to be suggested although uniform richness with luminosity is not ruled out; for the R14 sample the range of possible parameter space is too large to draw conclusions.

We investigated whether this apparent trend could be driven by a mutual redshift dependence of the properties, considering only the matched AGN plotted in the top panel of Fig. 4. The
Fig. 4. Relationships between environment richness and 150 MHz radio luminosity for the AGN with detected environments (top), between redshift and radio luminosity/environment richness (middle), and between host-galaxy rest-frame $K_S$ magnitude and radio luminosity/environment richness (bottom). Red and blue show results based on the R14 and W12 catalogues respectively. In the top panel, the shaded areas show the region of parameter space available when limits on the undetected environments are accounted for, with a lower bound given by the mean richness if AGN with an undetected environment are assumed to have an environment of richness zero, and an upper bound given by the mean richness if the richness for undetected to environments is assumed to be the richness detection limit.

The middle panel illustrates that while there is a positive trend in the mean redshift of our luminosity bins (mainly across the first two bins, with a weaker trend continuing to higher luminosity for the Wen et al. (2012) sample), there is no significant evolution of the mean richness of the sample with redshift (left middle panel). Hence this result is not driven by distance-dependence. We also repeated the analysis shown in Figs 3 and 4 including only objects with $L_{150\text{MHz}} > 10^{23.5}$ W Hz$^{-1}$, the luminosity at which sources are detectable at our upper redshift bound, and find no significant differences.
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3.1.2. The role of stellar mass

A crucial question, then, is whether this trend is solely driven by the properties of the AGN host galaxies, or whether it requires additional links between AGN and large-scale environmental properties, such as via a role for fuelling from material originating in the ICM. It is known that the fraction of galaxies that are radio-loud is a strong function of stellar mass (e.g. Best et al. 2005), and also that at fixed stellar mass there is an enhanced probability for a brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) to host a radio-loud AGN (Best et al. 2007). Sabater et al. (2018) have recently obtained the best constraints to date on the relation between radio-loudness and stellar mass, based on a sample selected from the same LoTSS-DR1 parent sample as this work. We do not have stellar masses for all of the objects in our sample, and so to investigate whether our trends between radio luminosity and richness may be driven by a mutual dependence of radio luminosity and richness on host-galaxy mass we used the rest-frame K_\text{s}-band magnitude (obtained for the LoTSS-DR1 sample as described by Duncan et al. 2018) as a proxy for stellar mass.

We first considered whether there are trends in the mean host-galaxy (rest-frame) K_\text{s} magnitude for the bins in radio luminosity used to generate the plots in the top row of Fig. 4, and find a strong trend in the mean host-galaxy magnitude per bin of radio luminosity (bottom-left panel of Fig. 4), consistent with the known relation of radio luminosity and stellar mass. Hence the more radio-luminous systems do have more massive hosts as well as richer environments than the lower luminosity AGN. However, if we consider the same population of AGN and examine the mean environmental richness in bins of host-galaxy magnitude (bottom-right panel of Fig. 4) we find that for this population of AGN there is no corresponding link between host-galaxy magnitude and environmental richness. In other words, for this LoTSS AGN population, more luminous host galaxies do not typically occupy richer environments. Hence the trend in AGN environment with radio luminosity is not driven by the effects of the host-galaxy mass.

3.1.3. Trends with source size

It might be expected that mean cluster richness also has some relation to AGN physical size. We investigated the mean richness for subsamples of different source sizes, but do not find any significant trend for the resolved sources (or a significant difference in the mean richness for associated systems only between the resolved and unresolved sources). If the W12 trend in cluster association fraction with size (Fig. 4, top right) does extend to the largest scales, so that a higher fraction of the giant radio galaxies are in rich environments than those on scales of a few hundred kpc, this is somewhat contrary to focused small-sample studies of giant radio galaxies that suggest they typically reside in poorer environments than the smaller objects (Machalski & Jamroz 2006; Saripalli & Malarecki 2015; Malarecki et al. 2015, e.g.). Further work with deeper optical data (e.g PANSTARRS) and/or wider sky areas is needed to investigate these relations further.

3.2. The radio-loud AGN populations of SDSS-selected clusters

While the fraction of AGN having a high-probability group/cluster association is relatively small (3 and 10 percent for the two catalogues, respectively), the AGN association fraction for the cluster catalogues is high (consistent with previous studies). We find that 31 per cent of W12 clusters (733/2333 clusters in the 0.08 < z < 0.4 range), and 47 per cent of R14 clusters (291/617 clusters in the 0.08 < z < 0.4 range) have at least one high probability LOFAR-DR1 AGN match. The larger association fraction for the R14 catalogue, which has a higher richness threshold than W12, in itself points to a link between AGN behaviour and cluster richness.

To investigate further, we first considered whether the number of associated AGN for an individual cluster was related to cluster richness. Fig. 5 (top left) shows that, for both cluster catalogues, there is a positive trend between mean number of associated AGN and cluster richness. If all galaxies were equally likely to host a radio-loud AGN then we would expect the number of AGN matches to increase as the number of cluster galaxies increases, as is observed here. If we interpret the richness estimator to be a rough indication of the number of potential AGN host galaxies, then for the poorest catalogued groups the probability of hosting an AGN is ~ 3 percent, while for the richest clusters it is ~ 1 percent. This apparent slight decrease in the probability that a typical cluster member galaxy hosts an AGN as cluster richness increases is likely to be driven by the comparatively high probability that a group/cluster central galaxy will host an AGN, thus providing a larger boost to the average probability for members of poorer systems.

We next considered the mean radio luminosity and mean source size of the brightest associated AGN and the largest associated AGN (usually, but not always, the same source) as a function of cluster richness. We find no significant relationship between source size and cluster richness, but a significant trend for richer clusters to host sources that are more radio-luminous, as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5. In the middle left panel of Fig. 5 we show the mean redshift in the same richness bins, demonstrating that the richness bins do not have significantly different mean redshifts, and so the observed trends with radio luminosity cannot be driven by distance dependence.

We again considered whether this relation could be a result of the known relation between host-galaxy magnitude and radio luminosity. The sample of AGN considered in the top right-hand panel of Fig. 5 includes only the most radio-loud AGN in each cluster, and this population has a significantly different distribution of radio luminosity to the full AGN sample shown in the plots of Fig. 3 and 4, with higher mean radio luminosity. We find that there is no systematic change in the mean host-galaxy magnitude with cluster richness for this population: the host galaxies of the brightest radio-loud AGN are typically comparatively bright (K_\text{s} ~ -24). Hence the trend in radio luminosity of the brightest AGN with richness shown in the top-right panel cannot be driven by stellar mass of the host galaxy. As a further test we divided the sample into two bins of K_\text{s} magnitude (bottom row of Fig. 5), finding that the trend is present for both the brighter and fainter half of the host galaxy population.

Finally we also repeated the analysis shown in Fig 5 including only objects with L_{500MHz} > 10^{23.5} W Hz^{-1}, the luminosity at which sources are detectable at our upper redshift bound, and find no significant differences in our results.

4. Discussion

We have examined the environments of the largest sample of local radio-loud AGN studied in this way to date, making use of recently compiled group and cluster catalogues with well-calibrated richness estimators. We have found several relationships that together suggest a complex interplay between radio
Fig. 5. AGN properties of the the cluster population. Top: mean number of AGN matches per cluster (left) and mean 150-MHz radio luminosity of the brightest associated AGN (right) as a function of cluster richness. Middle panel: the relationship of richness with redshift (left) and host-galaxy $K_S$ magnitude (right) for the same richness bins as the top panel. Bottom: Mean radio luminosity versus richness as plotted in the top panel, but separated into two bins of host-galaxy magnitude (pink corresponding to $-26 < K_S < -23.5$ and orange corresponding to $-23.5 < K_S < -21.0$, where -23.5 is the median value.

A key result is that the majority of the LoTSS ($0.08 < z < 0.4$) AGN inhabit large-scale environments poorer than $M < 10^{14} \, M_\odot$, including more than 60 percent of the most luminous objects. This is not unexpected given previous studies indicating moderately rich groups are the preferred environment for radio galaxies, at least at low redshifts (e.g. Best 2004; Ineson et al. 2015), but highlights the importance of jet energy injection across a wide range of environments. We find evidence that the unresolved LoTSS AGN (with sizes typically below $\sim 20$ kpc for this $z$ range) occupy systematically poorer environments than the resolved radio galaxies (which have physical sizes from $\sim 20$ kpc to $> 1$ Mpc), and may well form a separate popula-
tion (e.g. Baldi et al. 2015; Sadler et al. 2014; Hardcastle et al. 2018), although LoTSS is not sensitive to large sources at the lowest luminosities considered here.

We have also shown that the probability of a cluster association, and the typical richness of the environment, where detected, are linked to radio luminosity. For the two SDSS cluster samples we have shown that number of associated LoTSS AGN, and the luminosity of the brightest associated AGN, increases with cluster richness. Despite the well-known strong association of AGN radio luminosity with stellar mass, we find that neither of these luminosity-richness trends are driven primarily by host-galaxy magnitude. These results provide strong indication that large-scale environment does play an important role in determining the observed AGN radio properties, at least for a subset of the population.

It is essential, however, to emphasise that the cluster association fraction for the most luminous sources in LoTSS is less than 50 percent (Fig. 3), and so there remain a large fraction of powerful radio galaxies residing in environments too poor to detect. Previous studies (e.g. Gendre et al. 2013; Ineson et al. 2015; Ching et al. 2017) suggest that many of these are likely to be primarily high-excitation radio galaxies, possibly having a different fuel source (e.g. Heckman & Best 2014; Hardcastle 2018a) and therefore a much weaker coupling between radio properties and large-scale environment. For this sample we do not have reliable optical excitation (accretion mode) classifications, and so we do not attempt to address this question directly. However, the un-associated population of high luminosity radio galaxies is important: in some cases the amount of energy being injected by the radio galaxies may be sufficient to unbind a significant proportion of the halo gas (e.g. Kraft et al. 2007). This potentially large population of systems likely to be over-compensating for the cooling of their hot-gas environments is not accounted for in cosmological simulations.

4.1. The location of AGN in their large-scale environments

A question of interest in the context of interpreting the observed luminosity/richness relationships is the connection between radio luminosity and source location within the group or cluster. Our approach of cross-matching with existing catalogues, rather than calculating overdensities around our AGN sample, enables us to investigate this. It is important to note, however, that while the AGN positions are well determined, the group/cluster centres are more uncertain (see e.g. von der Linden et al. 2007, for a discussion of the challenges of identifying the BCG for SDSS groups and clusters). Both Rykoff et al. (2014) and Wen et al. (2012) report cluster coordinates corresponding to the brightest cluster galaxy (in the case of R14 the most probable central galaxy candidate) – for the majority of groups and clusters this will be a very good estimate of the cluster centre, while for a small number the central galaxy may have been incorrectly selected, or offset from the centre of the mass distribution in a dynamically unrelaxed system. We therefore expect that the effects of incorrect cluster centering should be fairly minimal. In Fig. 6 (left) we show the mean cluster-centre separation for the AGN as a function of radio luminosity (here we consider all AGN with a group/cluster association – i.e. the subsample considered in the analysis of Fig. 4). There is a strong trend for the least luminous radio-loud AGN to be found at significant distances, while the most luminous AGN are close to the centre. As shown in Fig. 4 (bottom left), our radio luminosity bins do correspond to objects with systematically different host-galaxy masses. We therefore carried out a similar analysis of cluster-centre distance as a function of the AGN host galaxy luminosity, shown in the middle panel of Fig. 6, which demonstrates that the trend shown in the left panel appears to be driven by host-galaxy properties. We note that including only objects with \( L_{500\text{MHz}} > 10^{23.5} \text{ W Hz}^{-1} \), the luminosity at which sources are detectable across the full redshift range, does not alter the results significantly.

There is a high fraction of matched AGN in the sample whose separation is very small (Fig. 2), typically where the AGN host and the galaxy defining the cluster centre are the same, with an identical spectroscopic redshift. The average separation in a given luminosity bin is likely to be at least partially driven by the fraction of AGN in that bin that are hosted by the cluster central galaxy. In the right-hand panel of Fig. 6, we plot the fraction of all matched AGN (i.e. those associated with a cluster/group) that are hosted by the cluster-centre galaxy. As expected, the BCG fraction is significantly higher at high radio luminosities than at low luminosities; in other words, low-luminosity radio galaxies are less likely to be hosted by the central galaxy in their halo than those of high luminosity. We note that this result appears somewhat contrary to the recent findings of Magliocchetti et al. (2018), but their analysis is for a smaller sample over a much larger redshift range. It is interesting to note that the BCG fraction across the luminosity range only changes by a factor \( \sim 2-3 \), while the mean separation distance changes by a factor \( \sim 7 \), and so a change in BCG fraction cannot fully explain the trend in the left-hand panel. This result, together with the, apparently host-galaxy independent, links between richness, cluster match fraction and radio luminosity (Fig. 5), suggests that location within the large-scale environment does play some role additional to that of stellar mass.

Finally, it is of interest to understand the population of radio-loud AGN in cluster outer regions in the context of cosmic ray and magnetic field injection into the ICM, and the seed population for radio relic emission. We therefore also investigated the relationship between source size and cluster location; however, we find no significant trend in the mean, with sources ranging from 20 kpc to Mpc scales found both in the centre and at large distances.

4.2. Environment, radio morphology and luminosity

A connection between radio morphology and environment has been suggested by many previous studies, and the interplay between jet power and environmental density is the favoured explanation for the FRI/II (Fanaroff & Riley 1974) morphological dichotomy (e.g. Bicknell 1994; Ledlow & Owen 1996). We therefore made use of a morphological classification code that applies the standard FRI/FRII definition of centre vs. edge-brightening to LoTSS data (Mingo et al. 2018) to obtain a subset of our 0.08 < z < 0.4 AGN sample (656/8512, comprising 521 FRIs and 135 FRIIs) for which a reliable automated FR class could be determined (the remaining sources are either too small or too faint for a reliable automated morphological classification – this is discussed further by Mingo et al. (2018)). We find that for W12, the FRI association fraction is 35 percent at > 50 percent probability, and 30 percent at > 80 percent probability, while the FRII association fraction is 23 percent at > 50 percent probability and 20 percent at > 80 percent probability. For R14, the fraction of FRIs having a group/cluster association is 17 percent with probability > 50 percent, and 16 percent with probability > 80 percent, while the fraction of FRIIs having an association is 10 percent with probability > 50 percent, and the same at the higher probability threshold. Hence, for both cluster catalogues
the fraction of AGN with an association is lower for FRIIs than for FRIs. In Fig 7 we present the environmental detection fraction, and mean environmental richness as a function of radio luminosity separately for the FRI and FRII subclasses. The mean cluster association fraction (for both measures) increases with radio luminosity for the FRI subsample, while it is consistent with remaining constant for the FRII subsample. We note in particular that the cluster association fraction for luminous FRIIs is substantially higher than for the luminous AGN population as a whole (Fig. 3). We also investigated whether there is any difference in the typical cluster-centre distance, or relation between luminosity and cluster-centre distance, for the FRI and FRII subsamples; however, we found a large scatter in the mean cluster centre differences and so could not draw strong conclusions.

These results are consistent with previously found environmental differences between FRI and FRII radio galaxies. Gentile et al. (2013) found apparent environmental differences both for FRI and FRII sub-classes of AGN, and separately for low and high excitation sources (LERGs and HERGs, respectively), while Lin et al. (2010) find that high-excitation FRIIs are distinct in preferring poorer environments than both FRIs and low-excitation FRIIs. Tasse et al. (2008) also identified environmental differences linked to stellar mass and accretion mode. There are theoretical reasons to expect that effects related to both morphology and accretion mode are present: the favoured model for the FR dichotomy (e.g. Bicknell 1994; Ledlow & Owen 1996) predicts that, for a given jet power, the environmental richness controls whether the jet flow is disrupted to obtain an FRI morphology, while the prevailing view of LERGs as fuelled via material originating from the hot intracluster medium, in contrast to HERGs fuelled via a traditional accretion disk (e.g. Hardcastle et al. 2007; Heckman & Best 2014), predicts an environmental difference related to accretion mode, independently of whether the jet evolves into an FRI or FRII morphology. As mentioned above, we do not have reliable accretion-mode classifications for our sample, but it is likely that the majority of the sources examined here – i.e. those found to be associated with groups and clusters – are low-excitation sources. For this reason, the environmental difference we find between FRIs and FRIIs at the high luminosity end of our sample may primarily originate from the effects of environment on jet evolution rather than being related to fuelling; however, we cannot firmly rule out the latter explanation.

It is important to note that the most significant environmental difference is seen at the highest radio luminosities (where a significant difference is seen both in match fraction and mean richness for both samples), while the two catalogues give somewhat inconsistent results at lower luminosities. The highest luminosity bin encompasses the original Fanaro and Riley (Fanaro & Riley 1974) transition luminosity between FRI and FRII. As shown here, and discussed in detail in Mingo et al. (2018), there is now considerable evidence for a population of lower luminosity sources with FRII morphology (as assessed at relatively low spatial resolution), for which the detailed jet dynamics and relation to the traditional – more luminous – classical double population is not clear. If it is only at higher radio luminosities that FRI and II sources inhabit systematically different environments, this could point towards the low-luminosity FRIIs being a somewhat different population to the well-studied more luminous FRIIs; however, further work is needed to investigate this question fully.

A final important point to consider in interpreting this apparent FRI/II environmental difference is that the jet power for FRI and FRII radio galaxies of the same radio luminosity is expected to be systematically different, because a larger fraction of the jet power in the FRIIs is carried by non-radiating particles, as demonstrated by (Croston et al. 2018). Hence any intrinsic relation between large-scale environment and jet power would affect the radio appearance of the two sub-populations differently. An FRI radio galaxy with $L_{150} \sim 10^{25}$ W Hz$^{-1}$ could have a similar jet power to an FRII an order of magnitude more radio-luminous (or more). This effect could bring the environmental richness for FRIs and FRIIs of similar jet power into closer agreement, so that a single relationship between jet power and large-scale environment could be possible; however, previous work indicates that accretion mode is also a relevant, complicating factor (Ineson et al. 2015; Ching et al. 2017). A larger sample with sufficient numbers of more luminous FRIIs is needed to establish whether the FRI/II environmental difference we see here could be explained entirely in this way.

4.3. Caveats on the richness estimates and future plans

The optical cluster richness measures used in this work are relatively high-scatter proxies for cluster mass, as suggested by the large scatter between the two quantities (Fig. 2). Although both Rykoff et al. (2014) and Wen et al. (2012) calibrate their richness estimates against X-ray luminosity, temperature and/or SZ measures, the samples used for these calibrations are predominantly X-ray bright/relaxed clusters, and so the true scatter across the whole population may be underestimated. The large scatter in these measures mean that they do not provide accurate environmental richness measures for individual objects, but
by deriving mean sample properties in bins of radio luminosity, source size and cluster richness we have been able to detect overall trends. A full exploration of the environments of the LoTSS DR1 AGN, and in particular the derivation of well-constrained environmental properties for individual objects would require a different approach. A crucial missing piece of information at present is a reliable estimate of the true scatter in halo mass for a particular range in radio luminosity – given the large scatter in the richness/mass relation for the optical cluster catalogues used here, and the caveats about their calibration above, we do not attempt to do this here. In the future we intend to use the deeper PanSTARRS and WISE data, spectroscopic follow up of higher redshift samples and deep X-ray and optical/NIR data available for other LoTSS fields to obtain more well-constrained environmental properties for individual objects and large samples.

5. Conclusions

We have examined the large-scale environments of 8,745 radio-loud AGN selected from the LoTSS DR1 catalogue by cross-matching with SDSS group/cluster catalogues. This is the largest radio galaxy sample for which such an analysis has been carried out to date, and confirms previously suggested relationships between radio luminosity and environmental richness, obtained from studies based on smaller samples, narrower redshift ranges and different methods for estimating environmental richness. Specifically, we find that:

- 10 per cent of our AGN sample are associated (with high probability) with an SDSS-catalogued group or cluster.
- The fraction of AGN with a group/cluster association increases with 150-MHz radio luminosity from ~10 per cent at $L_{150\text{MHz}} \sim 10^{22.5} \text{ W Hz}^{-1}$ to ~30 per cent at $L_{150\text{MHz}} \sim 10^{26} \text{ W Hz}^{-1}$.
- More than 60 percent of even the most luminous radio galaxies in our sample do not have a group/cluster association – i.e. there exists a substantial population of powerful radio galaxies residing in haloes with $M_{200} < 10^{13} \text{ M}_\odot$.
- The mean cluster richness increases with 150-MHz radio luminosity – AGN with $L_{150\text{MHz}} > 10^{25} \text{ W Hz}^{-1}$ are likely to be found in rich group/poor cluster environments, consistent with previous work (e.g. Best 2004; Croston et al. 2008; Ineson et al. 2015).
- When the full group/cluster population is considered, the number of associated radio-loud AGN has a strong dependence on cluster richness, with the poor systems having a mean of ~ 0.5 associated AGN, while rich clusters have a mean of 1.5 $-$ 2 associated AGN; this trend is weaker than would be expected if all group/cluster members were equally
likely to host an AGN (member galaxies in rich clusters are a factor 2–3 less likely to host a LoTSS AGN than those in poorer systems).

- The (logarithmic) mean radio luminosity and mean physical size of the brightest associated AGN also increases with cluster richness—rich clusters are more likely to host an AGN with $L_{\text{1.4GHz}} > 10^{25}$ W Hz$^{-1}$ than poor groups, and the richest clusters are more likely to host large AGN.

- For our associated AGN we find no relationship between AGN host galaxy rest-frame $K_s$-band magnitude and cluster richness, and so we conclude that the relations we find between radio luminosity and cluster richness are not driven by host-galaxy properties. Instead, this link is therefore likely to originate from a link between hot-gas fuelling and jet power.

- We find a strong trend in AGN location within the group/cluster with radio luminosity: the lowest luminosity sources are likely to be at a large distance from the group/cluster centre, while the most radio-luminous AGN are typically close to the centre. The fraction of associated AGN hosted by a central galaxy also increases with radio luminosity. While host-galaxy properties do not appear to drive the previous reported trends between richness and luminosity, stellar mass is likely to be the dominant cause of the different location preferences of low and high luminosity AGN.

- We find significant differences in the environmental properties of FRI and FRII radio galaxies, consistent with previous work: FRI radio galaxies show a systematic increase in cluster association fraction with radio luminosity, and a systematically higher association fraction than FRIs at high luminosity. Similarly we find evidence that at high radio luminosities, FRI radio galaxies inhabit systematically richer environments than FRIs.

The results presented here will provide useful input for numerical models of radio-galaxy evolution and modelling of the radio-loud AGN population and its evolution, which so far have not incorporated a link between jet power/radio luminosity and environmental richness (e.g. Turner & Shabala 2015; Hardcastle 2018b; Hardcastle et al. 2018). These relationships also provide important observational constraints with which cosmological models of galaxy and cluster evolution should ensure consistency. With deeper redshift information and upcoming larger sky areas for LoTSS, and the use of deeper optical and infrared surveys, in future we will be able to build on this low-redshift base to explore the relationship between AGN jet populations and large-scale environments at earlier epochs where feedback mechanisms are less well understood.
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